
The Arts in Education notes
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‘What should count as ‘art’ in school? 
How do we judge whether what a child produces is good?
Should we make such judgements?
What does it mean to teach art?

‘When we say we say we understand a problem, a painting, a set of travel directions, a foreign 
language or a friend, the sense is slightly different in each case.’

‘…understanding is not an event and certainly not an ‘all or nothing’ affair but more akin to an 
extended process.
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‘…there is no obvious consensus on what should count as ‘art’ in this context. Dance, drama, 
visual art and music are the usual contenders, but where does this leave literature, which is 
inevitable seen as as art but is more often found within the language curriculum…’

…does designating a subject as ‘art’ change the way we see and teach it?’
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‘…a system obsessed with outcomes and narrow utility’
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(theories and definitions of art)
-form (formalist)
-expression
-aesthetic attitude
-context
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learning in and learning through the arts
learning through- using drama to teach history, pictures to teach literature (extrinsic outcomes)
learning in- learning the subject. particular art form

i do both of these

page 86- assessment 

2009 arts council announced nationwide scheme of artistic assessment LOOK THIS UP 

‘To some commentators steeped in the technical issues of education assessment this approach 
might seem to be rather subjective, lacking any robust basis for reliability and impartiality.

the same principals that apply to evaluation of artistic programmes can be applied to assessment 
in schools

whereas assessment strives toward precision, certainty and predictability, the arts are more ready 
to embrace ambiguity and uncertainty. 
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Terms such as assessment , evaluation, testing and monitoring are often used interchangeably or 
with different nuances in different countries.

'Evaluation', for example, is sometimes used in relation to judging the overall effectiveness of 
institutions or courses, including arts programmes'
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'The Norwood report of 1943 condemned outright the examination of children in art. 

QUOTE
'These subjects which depend so greatly upon individual genius and taste cannot in our view be 
brought at the school stage within the confines of external examination, however sympathetically 
devised. 

THE NORWOOD REPORT 1943
Secondary school examinations council 

'It is often felt that the arts are a special case when it comes to matters of assessment compared to 
other subjects'

'the difficulties involved in judging and appraising works of art have been frequently addressed in 
art theory (Croce, 1992: 132; Sibley, 1959) often with emphasis on reconciling issues related to 
subjectivity and objectivity.

Hume-of the standard of taste 2002
'Hume (2002) in Of the standard of taste asked why there is such varied taste in the world and 
sought to explain that variety and how we arrive at judgements that have some claim to objectivity 
and universality


